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davinci resolve studio is the industry standard for color grading of post-production, and includes powerful tools to correct and transform footage, including support for every major format. during the key color grading stage, davinci resolve features
built in control surfaces that make it easier to quickly and easily make color adjustments to images. this makes it easier to work with footage from a variety of formats, including hd and 4k content. davinci resolve studio also includes powerful tools

for color correcting graphics in after effects, creating masking options for color correcting graphics, and supporting an unlimited number of graphics layers in each project! davinci resolve 16 is the industry standard for color grading of post-
production, and includes powerful tools to correct and transform footage, including support for every major format. during the key color grading stage, davinci resolve features built in control surfaces that make it easier to quickly and easily make
color adjustments to images. this makes it easier to work with footage from a variety of formats, including hd and 4k content. davinci resolve 16 also includes powerful tools for color correcting graphics in after effects, creating masking options for

color correcting graphics, and supporting an unlimited number of graphics layers in each project! if you dont have the money or time to create the look you want, davinci resolve can take your images and turn them into a finished movie! whether you
have your clips mastered, or you have an un-mastered original file, davinci resolve can easily remove noise, de-noise, clean up clips, resize, re-frame, color grade and more! you can even import your own sound clips, grab them from facebook,

youtube, instagram or even take audio from other programs! resolve can even edit audio directly from external audio devices, as well as save and export audio directly to theresample to apple prores, apple mts, apple prores 4444, apple prores 422,
apple prores 422, apple prores 422, apple prores 422 1080p, apple prores 4444, apple prores 4444, apple prores 4444, apple prores 422, apple prores 422, apple prores 422, apple prores 422, apple prores 422, apple prores 422, apple prores 422

and apple prores 422.
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davinci resolve studio supports up to 120fps at amassive 32k resolution, as well as support for multiple gpus for real
time playback of professional 10bit formats, and accelerated h.264 and h.265 hardware decoding and encoding. theres
afull suite of immersive audio tools including dolby vision and hdr10+ grading and rendering, the davinci neural engine

and 30extra resolvefx. you get temporal and spatial noise reduction, motion effects, lens distortion correction, de-
interlacing, workflow and media asset management integration, remote scripting api, remote and networked color

grading, plus rendering and encoder plugin support. plus theres full screen playback on asecondmonitor! color
hollywoods favorite color corrector! the davinci resolve color page is hollywoods most advanced color corrector and has

been used to color and finish more high end feature films and television shows than any other system! its also
approachable with exciting new features designed to make it easier for new users to get great results while they

continue to learn the advanced tools. for example, new primary control sliders will be familiar to anyone thats used
image editing software, making it easy to adjust contrast, temperature, midtone detail, saturation and more. the color

page has an incredible range of primary and secondary color grading features including powerwindows, qualifiers,
tracking, advanced hdr grading tools and more! the new video and film editor is powerful and extremely intuitive. it's
designed to fit your project needs. it lets you use the most popular formats for color negative, video tape, and digital

media. you get a variety of audio and video tools. on the edit page you get powerful tracks for editing, audio and video
tracks, keyer, stitch, and masking tools, editing graph, context sensitive automatic trimming, media management tools,
and a huge library of titles, transitions, and effects. there are tools for organizing media into bins based on the faces in
a shot, color correcting and color grading for creative color correction, adding titles, subtitling, and other effects, and

the ability to control 3rd party hardware such as a toy robot, smartphone or tablet. you also get intuitive workspace for
realtime previewing and editing. you can even use a creative control surface like the photoshop to use a mouse! learn
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